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Abstract. Real-time camera pose estimation is one of the indispensable
technologies for Augmented Reality (AR). While a large body of work in
Visual Odometry (VO) has been proposed for AR, practical challenges
such as scale ambiguities and accumulative errors still remain especially
when we apply VO to large-scale scenes due to limited hardware and
resources. We propose a camera pose registration method, where a local
VO is consecutively optimized with respect to a large-scale scene map
on the fly. This framework enables the scale estimation between a VO
map and a scene map and reduces accumulative errors by finding cor-
responding locations in the map to the current frame and by on-the-fly
pose graph optimization. The results using public datasets demonstrated
that our approach reduces the accumulative errors of näıve VO.

Keywords: Visual Odometry · Graph optimization · Structure from
motion · Location-based AR.

1 Introduction

Real-time camera pose estimation is an essential function for Augmented Reality
(AR) systems in registering 3D content to the scene. The size of a scene can
vary from a desktop to a city scale and depending on the scale, the feasible
hardware for camera pose estimation also changes. Since outside-in tracking
becomes impractical in wide areas, AR systems with wide scalability rely on
inside-out tracking.

Stand-alone inside-out tracking systems, such as Visual Odometry (VO) and
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), use vision sensors, i.e., a cam-
era, to achieve pixel-wise registration in the user’s view. However, VO accumu-
lates errors over time and drifts from the original location. Although SLAM can
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Fig. 1. Registering a locally growing VO (a) to a globally optimized scene map (b).
Since both maps are in individual scales and individual coordinate systems, the pro-
posed method registers the VO to the scene map by reducing such differences at run
time (c). This allows the location-based AR system using the VO to retrieve AR con-
tents registered in the scene map.

mitigate this error by detecting re-visits in a scene and attempts to cancel the
accumulated errors. Nevertheless, before the loop close detection, SLAM also
suffers from the drift. This makes location-based AR error-prone, especially in
wider areas, since the drifted position triggers unrelated AR content.

Since VO and SLAM provide only temporal personalized scene tracking to
AR, scene registered content can be created only at the runtime and will be
paused in the next trial. Therefore, to enable a consistent AR experience on a
daily basis, AR developers need to register their content to pre-built common-
scene maps, and AR systems are required to match their executing VO or SLAM
to the scene map to access pre-built content. Consequently, the scene map cre-
ation must be done in a stage earlier than the user’s AR experience.

To satisfy these AR-specific needs, we propose a new camera pose registration
system using VO in conjunction with a pre-built scene map. Our method enables
feeding a pre-built scene map to a VO. In this method, a locally running VO can
refer to the preserved scene map’s information immediately after the execution.
This means that our tracking system can bootstrap the VO within the scene
map scale and update the current camera pose with a pose graph optimization
without closing the VO’s trajectory loop by itself. Figure 1 shows snapshots of
a globally optimized scene map (Fig. 1(a)) and a locally growing VO map on
different scales (Fig. 1(b)). Our method re-calculates the scale difference of the
VO and the scene map on the fly and continues updating the VO map when the
scene map is available (Fig. 1(c)). Our contributions are summarized as follows:

– We propose a camera tracking system that automatically registers the local
user’s VO map to a pre-built scene map relying only on a color camera. With
this, the user can receive AR content in the scene map within the adjusted
scale immediately after the method finds a matching between the current
undergoing VO map and the world map. Additionally, this can mitigate drift
errors that would be accumulated over time with solely the VO.
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– We present an approach to match the scale between the VO map and a scene
map to provide scale-consistent content in the AR space.

– We provide the results of quantitative evaluations, demonstrating the supe-
riority and the limitations of our method.

One can find several similar approaches that combine VO and a pre-built
scene map [12,15]. The major difference is that such approaches rely on the
inertial measurement unit (IMU), i.e., visual-inertial odometry (VIO) [13], for
stability and for the absolute scale factor, whereas ours does not, i.e., VO receives
only a video stream.

2 Related Work

Camera pose estimation methods for AR using a color camera are divided into
three major approaches: VO, SLAM, and pre-built map-based tracking.

VO and SLAM: VO [3,5] is a camera tracker that gives pixel-wise content
registrations in the AR view. As VO is designed to optimize the poses and the
map with respect to several of the latest frames, it suffers from drift errors over
time. SLAM [4,7,11] is an alternative designed to reduce drift errors with a
global optimization process such as Bundle Adjustment (BA) and a loop closure
scheme [19].

Regardless of the global optimization process, both approaches use tempo-
rally built maps to track the scene. The reason behind this is that VO and SLAM
provide different scale factors in every trial depending on how the user moves the
camera. This prevents AR applications fetching pre-built content. VIO is one of
the choices used to overcome the scale difference issue, as it provides a real-scale
map. Several approaches [12,15] have already proposed such methods in the last
few years. GPS can also be a tool to obtain a real-scale map in SLAM [21]. Con-
trary to these sensor-fusion approaches, we solely rely on a monocular camera to
minimize the hardware required for AR systems. To this end, we use a pre-built
map and estimate a scale from the locally running VO and the pre-built scene
map.

Pre-built Map-Based Tracking: Location-based AR applications must have
an interface to link the camera pose and the location, to trigger location-specific
AR content. One popular approach to achieve this is to register the camera within
a preserved scene map to have access to the map registered content. Landmark
database-based approaches use maps built with Structure from Motion (SfM)
to estimate camera poses in the map by linking observed feature points and
those in the database map [9,18,22], therefore, lacking feature point matching
results in the tracking failures. Our approach uses VO, with which we continue
tracking the camera using its online local map. PTAMM can re-localize the
camera in multiple local maps distributed in a scene [2]. This approach is only
applicable to room-scale scenes, where no loop closure scheme is required, due
to the limited scalability of the core SLAM method. Our method can scale from
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Fig. 2. System overview.

a desktop environment to a city-scale environment with the empowerment of the
state-of-the-art VO.

3 Registering Local VO to a Global Scene Map

We propose a method capable of registering and refining a trajectory of a locally
running VO using a scene map optimized in advance, potentially with higher
accuracy than what näıve VO and SLAM can provide. To this end, we propose
a framework that provides an SfM scale in ongoing VO and propose to match
and optimize the VO trajectories in an SfM-scale map.

3.1 System Overview

Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed method. Given a global map of a
scene G that contains frame depth maps in the scale sSfM, poses, and Bags of
Binary Words (BoW) database [6], a camera starts exploring the scene, and VO
estimates the trajectory in its own scale map sVO. When the system detects the
best match of the incoming frame to a frame in G, it calculates the corresponding
pose in the SfM scale. Given a collection of such poses, our method optimizes
the current VO trajectory through graph optimization. Although this approach
best fits VO, we could replace VO with SLAM without losing generality. SLAM
is a framework that includes map optimization by itself, so VO is the minimum
configuration for the proposed method.

3.2 Global Scene Map Generation Using SfM

Given M images, we construct a map G using SfM before actual VO tracking
starts. As the maps generated by SfM [17] are known to be accurate compared
to the ones created by SLAM and VO due to its global optimization nature,
we do not update the global map G during VO tracking. On the other hand,
the VO map is optimized at runtime to match the map to the stable global
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map. Such a global map consists of color frames ISfM, depth maps at each frame
DSfM, and associated frame poses T SfM. Hereafter, we denote the ith(< M)
color frame, depth frame, and their pose as ISfMi ∈ ISfM, DSfM

i ∈ DSfM, and
TSfM

i ∈ T SfM, respectively. In addition, we use BoW with ORB features [14],
F SfM
i ∈ FSfM, detected at each frame Im to relate the frames in the global

map ISfM with the frames given to VO, i.e., we define our global map as G ∈
{ISfM,DSfM, T SfM,FSfM}.

3.3 Bootstrapping VO with a Global Scene Map Scale

As the baseline length at the initialization of a monocular VO is unknown in most
cases, such a VO randomly estimates a camera trajectory and a corresponding
map in an arbitrary scale given at a bootstrapping stage [3]. Although a stereo
VO [24] can use a calibrated baseline length between the two cameras to obtain
a scale, fitting the scale to that for a global map is another issue, unless these
scales are calibrated in the real unit [13,23]. Instead of bootstrapping VO from
scratch, we use DSfM to feed the scale of G, i.e., sSfM, to VO. Given a VO
keyframe IKF ⊂ IVO and its BoW vector FKF, we search a depth frame DSfM

i

that has a frame index, i, satisfying the following condition:

argmin
i

|F SfM
i − FKF|2 > tBoW, (1)

where tBoW is a user-given threshold.
Once such a frame index is found, we unproject the depth map DSfM

i to
obtain 3D points. Detecting and matching feature points in ISfMi and IKF gives
their 2D–2D correspondences, and the unprojected 3D points at such feature
points in ISfMi give 3D–2D correspondences between ISfMi and IKF. Solving the
perspective-n-point (PnP) problem with a RANSAC robust estimator gives the
pose of the keyframe IKF, TKF, in scale sSfM. Finally, the depth map at the
current keyframe DKF is calculated as follows:

DKF = π−1(TKF(TSfM)−1π(DSfM)), (2)

where π(·) is an operator that unprojects a 2D point with depth to 3D space
and π(·)−1 performs the inverse operation. Such a depth map DKF is passed to
the bootstrapping procedure in VO. Consequently, VO, after this, estimates the
camera poses and the map in sSfM.

3.4 Keyframe Pose Refinement

After bootstrapping VO, our method refines upcoming keyframe poses to fit
them to the global map G using the same strategy as that in bootstrapping.
As not all keyframes would receive corresponding frames in G, non-matched
keyframes need to be refined using a different approach. For such keyframes,
we use pose graph optimization [10]. Figure 3 shows how we establish the pose
graph.
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Fig. 3. Pose refinement using graph optimization with pre-registered poses in a global
map. The circles with a cross are the camera poses of a global map, and the gray circles
are the camera poses of VO (T0, ...,TN ). The red arrow shows that the ith frame of VO
matches one of the poses in the global map. The right image shows the matching result
represented. As a result, the poses of VO are refined to the locations where dotted
circles (T′

0, ...,T
′
N ) exist. (Color figure online)

For keyframes matched to ISfMi of ISfM, we estimate their poses by directly
obtaining 3D–2D correspondences and solving the PnP problem in the scale of
G, as described in Sect. 3.3. For the other keyframes, we connect them with
their previous keyframes. Consequently, we construct an edge, ei,i−1, for the ith
keyframe, as follows:

ei,i−1 = ((TKF
i−1)

−1TKF
i )((T̂KF

i−1)
−1T̂KF

i ), (3)

where T̂KF
i represents the ith estimated pose from the PnP solver and TKF

i

represents the ith estimated pose from VO.
Every time a new match is detected and the pose estimation by a PnP solver

is conducted, our pose graph is renewed by inserting the estimated pose. We
optimize the following pose graph by using the g2o algorithm [10]:

F(x) =
∑

〈i〉∈N

eTi,i−1Ωi,i−1ei,i−1, (4)

x∗ = argmin
x

F(x), (5)

where N is the last matched keyframe index, x∗ = (T′
0, ...,T′

N ) is an array of
refined poses, and Ωi,i−1 is an information matrix. We optimize Eq. 5 with the
Levenberg Marquardt algorithm. Note that the first keyframe pose, i.e., T0, is
fixed, whereas the other poses are not.

3.5 Current Camera Pose Refinement

As only the keyframe poses are refined so far, we need to calculate the current
pose as a relative pose from the last keyframe with a given scale sVO→SfM in
order to obtain the pose along with the scale sSfM:

T′VO
i := sVO→SfMTVO

ij T′KF
j with sVO→SfM =

|t′KF
i − tKF

0 |2
|tKF

i − tKF
0 |2

, (6)
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where tKF
i is the ith translation vector, t′KF

i is the ith refined translation vector,
and |.|2 is the represented L2 norm. TVO

ij is the reference pose from frame j to
frame i via VO, and s is the scale-error-resolving factor. The blue circle in Fig. 3
represents this current camera pose refinement step.

4 Evaluations

We validated the proposed method using public dataset of two different kinds,
and compared our results to those of state-of-the-art approaches (DSO [3] and
ORB-SLAM2 [11]). Through the evaluations, we demonstrate how the proposed
approach is capable of mitigating accumulative drift errors in VO with the help
of pose updates using a scene map.

4.1 Implementation

We used COLMAP [17] as SfM to generate a global scene map G consisting of
camera poses T SfM and depth images DSfM. The depth images DSfM are calcu-
lated based on both photometric and geometric consistencies [16]. In addition, we
calculated ORB features FSfM of the input frames and stored them in a DBoW3
database [6]. To mitigate the drift errors for VO in the dataset of sequential
images, we took every third frame for SfM.

We used DSO [3] as VO and extended the framework to implement our app-
roach. DSO originally had two threads: a camera pose estimation thread and
a visualization thread. In addition to them, we implemented a BoW match-
ing thread and a pose graph optimization thread. The pose graph optimization
thread is implemented in a similar way as in the direct sparse odometry with a
loop closure (LDSO) [7]. Further, we used g2o [10] for graph optimization.

4.2 Datasets

We evaluated the proposed method using the EuRoC MAV Dataset [1] and
the KITTI dataset [8]. The EuRoC MAV dataset provides 11 sequences con-
taining stereo images, synchronized IMU readings, and ground-truth camera
trajectories. The sequences are captured in three different scenes consisting of
five sequences in Machine Hall, three sequences in a Vehicon Room 1, and three
sequences in Vehicon Room 2. In each scene, we used one sequence to generate a
global map and the rest for VO. We used the right camera images as an input for
both SfM and VO. The KITTI dataset provides 22 stereo sequences of driving
cars. In the dataset, 11 sequences (00–10) provide the ground truth trajectories.
We utilized left views to generate global scene maps and fed the right views to
VO. Further, we used the first 1,000 images for evaluation to exclude frames
that could trigger loop closures in SLAM.
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Fig. 4. Registering a VO map (a) to a scene map (b) in the KITTI dataset sequence
05. (c) Both maps are matched regarding the coordinate systems and the scales.

4.3 Evaluation Method

We validated the proposed method by measuring the absolute trajectory error
(ATE) in each dataset. We evaluated the ATE only in VO keyframes since such
keyframes are the ones we optimize. We should note that we optimized the
resultant trajectories with respect to the ground truth using Sim(3)-alignment,
i.e., Umeyama Alignment [20]. We discuss this Sim(3)-aligned ATE results in
Sect. 4.4. Although Sim(3)-alignment is de-facto-standard post-processing for
VO and SLAM evaluations [3,11], such ATE does not represent frame-by-frame
errors that the users actually observe in the AR view. Therefore, we conducted
another evaluation where we gave an adjusted scale to DSO in the bootstrapping,
to evaluate growing ATE over time. We describe this evaluation in Sect. 4.5.

4.4 Results of ATE with Sim(3)-Alignment

Tables 1 and 2 show the results of Machine Hall and Vehicon Rooms 1 and 2,
respectively. The cross marks in the tables show there were not enough matching
points between the input and global map frames and our method failed to boot-
strap our VO. Figure 1 and Fig. 4 show qualitative comparisons of a global scene
map, a VO map, and a registered VO map in the global scene map in EuRoC
Machine Hall and in KITTI sequence 00–10. Table 3 summarizes ATE in the
four scenes in the KITTI dataset and Fig. 5 shows Sim(3)-aligned trajectories
of the KITTI dataset.

The proposed method obtained the best RMSE in one sequence of the EuRoC
dataset. On the other hand, the proposed method obtained the best RMSE
in the eight sequences of the KITTI dataset. In case that the camera could
frequently observe revisiting, such as in the EuRoC dataset, we consider that
ORB-SLAM2 tends to obtain good BA and loop closure results. Therefore, our
refined trajectories could not achieve better scores than ORB-SLAM2 could in
such scenes. However, in the KITTI dataset, we could surpass ORB-SLAM2
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Table 1. ATE on EuRoC Machine Hall (m)

Sequence Ours DSO ORB-SLAM2

Global map MH01 MH02 MH03 MH04 MH05 – –

MH01 – 0.0812 0.0448 × × 0.0532 0.0448

MH02 0.0564 – 0.0473 × × 0.0438 0.0303

MH03 0.0845 0.1035 – 0.2014 × 0.1903 0.0393

MH04 × × 0.1562 – × 0.2043 0.1160

MH05 × × 0.1394 × – 0.1374 0.0468

Table 2. ATE on EuRoC Vehicon Room 1 and 2 (m)

Sequence Ours DSO ORB-SLAM2

Global map V101 V102 V103 – –

V101 – 0.0970 × 0.1550 0.0877

V102 0.0689 – × 0.2031 0.0601

V103 1.0732 × – 0.4356 ×
Global map V201 V202 V203 – –

V201 – 0.0812 × 0.0678 0.0623

V202 0.0970 – × 0.1084 0.0557

V203 × × – 1.3888 ×

Table 3. ATE on KITTI Training Sequences (m)

Sequence Ours DSO ORB-SLAM2

00 3.101 7.165 9.780

01 5.768 326.065 518.853

02 5.926 93.200 15.100

03 0.824 1.215 0.810

04 0.233 0.490 1.097

05 5.797 16.614 21.103

06 6.203 48.641 15.908

07 4.925 15.653 16.772

08 5.994 13.554 17.375

09 0.104 0.165 0.090

10 2.797 7.429 3.652
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Sequence 00 Sequence 03

Sequence 05 Sequence 08

Fig. 5. Sim(3)-aligned trajectories of KITTI sequences 00, 03, 05, and 08

in the scores because most sequences are straight roads, and revisiting does not
occur in the sequences. Overall, we observed that our approach achieved a similar
level of accuracy as those in ORB-SLAM2 and obtained better scores than DSO
in most of the cases. Again, notice that for DSO and ORB-SLAM2, we used
Sim(3)-alignment after calculating all the trajectories, while for our approach,
we did not proceed such a post-processing at all.

The main limitation in the accuracy of our approach comes from the depen-
dency on BoW. Our pose refinement processing is based on BoW-based fea-
ture matching. Therefore, we cannot obtain any benefits from the preserved
scene map if the appearance of the scene that the system is currently observing
is different from the one in the scene map. This happens when environments
change according to various external factors (e.g., weather changes, dynamic
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The proposed method DSO

Fig. 6. The error accumulation with the proposed method and DSO in the KITTI
dataset. We calculated ATE between the estimated poses and the ground truth poses
at runtime. While our approach can keep the ATE significantly lower than the näıve
DSO, we see some spikes before the pose updates occur.

Start

Goal

Ours
Naïve DSO (Scaled at the bootstrapping)
COLMAP Camera Pose
Matching Constraints

Fig. 7. The results of the camera pose plots of COLMAP (scene map), Näıve DSO,
and our approach in KITTI sequence 10. Our trajectory keeps the poses next to the
COLMAP poses. Näıve DSO travels far from the COLMAP poses even though the
scale is initialized in the same manner as our approach.

objects, day-night lighting changes) and prevent applying our approach to out-
door scenes. MH04, MH05, V103, and V203 in the EuRoC dataset are cases such
that BoW does not work well due to differences in the illumination between the
global maps and test sequences.

4.5 Results of ATE Without Sim(3)-Alignment

One of the advantages of our approach is that it can fit the scale of VO to
the global scene map automatically. We finally demonstrate how the trajectory
errors accumulate in näıve DSO and how our approach can reduce the errors.
VO, in our framework, initializes the scale factor using a SfM depth map and
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updates it when the systems find a matching between an observed frame and
preserved frame in the scene map. For fair comparisons, we bootstrap the näıve
DSO with the SfM depth map but do not update the scale in the later frames.
Figure 6 shows the frame-by-frame differences in ATE of each tracking and Fig. 7
shows the trajectory results of the proposed approach and the näıve DSO.

One interesting observation from Fig. 6 is that the color gradients of our
approach show some spikes even though it achieves lower errors across the frames.
We observed these spikes as jumps right after the pose updates when VO is pulled
back to the global scene map every time VO matches one of the global scene
map frames. However, though this process, our approach significantly reduces
the amount of accumulative errors of VO. This should be troublesome for AR
applications. For example, annotations registered in the map will always shift
in the AR view when the matching happens. Thus, we should design new pose
update rules to change these system-oriented pose updates to the user-oriented
pose updates to reduce the user’s mental load.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method to register a locally running VO to an
existing scene map. Our approach refines upcoming camera poses by referring a
prepared global scene map from SfM, and registers the estimated VO trajectory
to the scene map using pose graph optimization on the fly. This approach enables
the reuse of a pre-built map, which potentially contains AR contents, to solve
the scale ambiguity problem of VO and to reduce accumulative errors of VO.
The results using public datasets demonstrated that our approach could reduce
the accumulative errors of VO.
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